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Rare book

From the Back CoverFurniture Making A Foundation Course Much like a traditional
apprenticeship, this comprehensive and jargon-free guide presents all you need to learn the
craft of furniture making. With professional woodworker John Bullar as your instructor, you'll
master every step, including properly choosing and storing wood, using and maintaining hand
tools, and creating precision joints. You'll also receive an introduction to lamination and veering
and a look at basic machinery. Ten attractive practice projects - starting with a simple oak stool
and progressing to a more challenging veneered table - will bring together all of the techniques
you've learned. So, whether you're a beginner, a student, or simply looking to brush up on your
woodworking skills, this foundation course will develop your talents and is an asset in any
workshop. Furniture Making includes these other great projects: * Cabinet * Bookcase * Bedside
Tables * Bed * Wardrobe * Coopered Box * Curved "Demilune" Table * Set of Dining Chairs John
Bullar designs and makes custom furniture. A contributor to many woodworking magazines,
John's clear and concise approach makes his work extremely popular with wood workers
learning the craft of furniture making.About the AuthorJohn Bullar is a designer and builder of
traditional and contemporary bespoke furniture and a contributor to Furniture & Cabinetmaking
magazine.
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Martin B, “Great guide to Furniture Making. An excellent book which takes you through choice of
wood, selection and use of tools, techniques like making joints and then projects. All areas are
covered in a helpful style with detailed photographs. The ten projects progress from a simple
stool to an attractive Shaker style wardrobe designed to go with the bed and bedside cabinet
projects. The projects part include clear diagrams, cutting lists and photographs with good text
giving you the benefit of the author's practical experience. Where there are areas of difficulty in a
project these are discussed and helpful advice on detailed technique is given. The book would
be a great buy for anyone wanting to start out or progress in furniture making”

JAL, “Very good foundation course in woodworking.. This book is a fairly broad and helpful guide
to the basic tools and techniques of woodworking. It is well laid out and, in addition to the very
descriptive text, there are multiple helpful pictures in each section. I would prefer more drawn
diagrams to supplement, but otherwise it is a very helpful guide, and I would recommend it to
anyone thinking about taking up woodworking, or who, like me, already tried to take it up and
realized a little more help would be, well, helpful.”

RF, “Great Guide for a Beginner. I found this book to be extremely useful. It answered many of
the questions I had about woodworking that I have been unable to find else where. The book
flows from an introduction to wood types and species to advanced joinery techniques. If you are
able looking for a guide to begin your woodworking journey, this is a great place to start.”

Mike, “Great book. Great book, i feel like it's not for novices. There are some complicated things
in there that I really feel like you need to have some experience before you get here.”

avid reader, “worth a read. got some useful tips better suited for the first timer or someone with
very little experence having said that it was a great read”

The book by John Bullar has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 19 people have provided feedback.
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